
WAS WILLIAM THE CONQUEROR A GOOD OR BAD KING ESSAY

He was a decent king. He ruled well enough. He wasn't an overly innovative king (the doomsday book wasn't a wholly
original idea) or a great.

The next claimant was William duke of Normandy. Here you will find destruction and mutilations of both
individuals and captured soldiers en masse; but the important factor to bear in mind is that except for a few
exceptional cases, those treated in this way are from the lower classes. You know why? Efficient and
organized he was--his plan to conquer England involved multiple armies, an enormous logistical network,
international diplomacy and many months of preparation. Others he replaced with Normans. We should
introduce Shakespeare into the academics. He declares that a psychological portrait is impossible to achieve
and so declines to engage with any opportunities to understand why William was the type of person his actions
seem to portray him to be. Isabella of Angouleme, queen consort of King John. Medieval monarchs were
expected to be fierce, and John fulfilled those expectations. He did more than help us. In those days it was
common for noble men to have children without marriage. He had a motherless childhood, as Eleanor of
Aquitaine was under house arrest at the royal castle in Salisbury. Regardless of his path to success, William I
played a huge part in the religious evolution of England. Infuriated, John malevolently had Matilda and her
son starved to death â€” one source says in Windsor, another in Corfe Castle. Because then the kids would
have feelings. On one point, both are united: wicked or unlucky, John was, without any doubt, a catastrophic
failure. Shakespeare helps us? The first church was built in the town of Canterbury, the capital of Kent that is
why the archbishop of Canterbury is now Head of the Church of England. We don't feel for each other, but if
we were taught to feel Right in the midst of being a leader of Normandy and fighting off rebellions, William
the Conqueror became very interested in the welfare of the Norman church. One of William's major public
woks projects was to calculate exactly what tax base he had to work with. When we speak with no feeling, we
get nothing out of our society. Bates also considers Harold made a conscious decision not to put his case
before the pope. It enables him to tease out the details of who, what, when, where and why, which might
otherwise remain obscure to us today. The ruler who gave us Magna Carta is regarded as a tyrant. Nor are the
Church reforms, both conceptual in the sense of how Lanfranc and others sought to improve the care of souls,
and their physical expression in the construction of many new or improved church buildings â€” from small
parish chapels to huge cathedrals â€” made apparent. This is not the only time the historians diverge. Paris, ;
Deeds of Louis the Fat, trans. His win could be summed up by the fact that William was a better leader.


